Music Transcription 1: Ege metuna exə na aĝaba o.
Music Transcription 2: Kolo do supporta
Music Transcription 3: Pastor fe hōme
Music Transcription 4: Televisi le danye asi
Music Transcription 5: Kaya

Got to have
Ka ya now

Got to have
Ka ya now

Got to have
Ka ya now

Cause the rain is falling

Music Transcription 5: Kaya
Gankogui Notation Guide

- High Bell = Rest
- Low Bell = Tone

Axatse Notation Guide

- Hand = Rest
- Leg = Tone

Kegen Notation Guide

- = Rest
- = Tone

Asi:ui Notation Guide

- = Open Tone
- = Stick Mute

Agbobli Notation Guide

- = Open Tone
- X = Slap
- = Mute

- = Bass

Music Transcription 6: Notation Guide